

















 R. Smith 
The Associated
 Students board of directors
 is asking 
the 
San Jose City 
Council
 to "reconsider" 
a permit it 
granted to the 









 changed the wording from
 asking the council to 




 board members made the change so 
it would not 
appear to be advocating a violation
 of freedom of speech. 
The 
resolution also urges 
that  all precautions are 
taken to 
maintain a peaceful 
environment at the 
rally  to 
be held at St. 
James Park and the 
council oppose the 
philosophies
 and purposes 
of
 the Klan. 
The 
resolution was submitted
 by board member Andy 
Arias at the request of 











and fellow board members Bill 
Santi and Virgil 
Brown 
will  present the resolution 
to
 the City Council. 
"I don't think this is 
necessary,"  board member 
Diane  Varouchakis said of the 
resolution. "You ( the 
board)
 are trying to deny 
freedom
 of speech." 
However, she said she has 
"absolutely  no respect" for 
the Klan and "seriously doubts"
 if anyone on the board 
takes it seriously. 
Board 
member
 Diane Scher 
said
 the board should
 
actively oppose
 the Klan "for 
humanity's  sake." 
"They  promote 
violence,"
 she said. 
"They  actively 
oppose
 anyone who isn't
 white and 




 justice into their
 own hands." 
Varouchakis
 said the board




 the Klan, but not to 
the permit, which 
was  
issued  in accordance 









trying  to 
circumvent others' freedom
 of speech," she said. 
Board member Ed Asiano agreed. 
"Opposing a philosophy is one thing," he said Op-
posing freedom of speech is another." 
"The Ku Klux 
Klan  breaks every single amendment 
of the Constitution when they 
drag
 people out of their 
homes and lynch them and burn them," 
Santi  argued. 
The
 board then voted 10-2 to support the resolution, 
because they said the resolution was not worded strongly 
enough, with Scher and Brown dissenting. 
"I don't think any of you have been involved with the 
Ku Klux 
Klan  and civil rights or any other damn thing and 
I have," Scher said. 




Nancy  McFadden then told Scher she 
was harming the very cause she wanted to support by 
making it appear that the board was split on the 
resolution. 
see KKK page 6 
Election 
The runoff election to decide 
the next Associated Students 
president and vice president will 
be held today and tomorrow. 
The polls will be open from 
8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Voting 
booths  will be set up in the same 
three places as last
 week's 
general election. The locations 
are: outside Sweeny Hall ( for-
merly the Education Building), 
oetside 




Serving  the San Jose State 









photos by Tom Mestaz 
by Richard de Give 
Six puppies 
that  apparently 
spent  the first two 
weeks  of their 
lives underneath the Student
 








 were living 
underneath  the southeast corner 
of 
the building near the am-
phitheatre steps and were 
rescued by 
Nancy Crewse, a 




to rescue the dogs was 
unsuccessful. 
"The hole was 
just big 
enough for 
the  mother to get in 
and  out of," Crewse said. 
Crewse was chosen for the 
task because








she  saw the 
mother go 
under the 
building  a 
day or two 
ago, "so I 
brought  
some food
 and blankets." 
Crewse said that 
they had 
asked  the Student
 Union main-
tenance crew 







manager  of 
the 
textbook  floor,
 borrowed a 
shovel  and we 












Tom  Mestaz 
assisted in 
digging  a larger 
hole.  
Crewse then
 pulled the 
puppies 
out. 
Monday.  April 6, 
1981
 
The puppies were just laying 
in the 
dirt,  Crewse said. 
They were then returned to 
their mother, 
who  was staying in 
Railsback's
 office, and the 
mother 
immediately  started 
nursing them. 
"Their eyes aren't even open 
yet," Railsback said. 
Three of the puppies are 
white with black patches, two 
are 
all black and the sixth is 
white -
beige. Five are
 female and one is 
male.  
They will be staying with 
their mother at 
Railsback's  home 
until 
they
 are weaned. 
Most of them will be given to 
students who saw the
 lunchtime 
rescue and asked



















campaign got a 
boost 
Thursday 
when he received 
the 
endorsement
 of third 
place  finisher 
Elizabeth  McCurtis. 
Robinson, who
 received 788 
votes in last 
week's
 election, must 
now face runner-up Rebecca 
Graveline in 
the  runoff election 
scheduled for today and tomorrow. 
Graveline received 717 votes in 
last week's
 election. 
The runoff became necessary 
when no candidate received the 
margin of 
votes  required to win, 50 








may have to dig deeper 
into their pockets to 
purchase some 
items





 to bookstore 
Manager 




 may be 
in-
creased  10 to 12 






 prices will 
not be 









 of customers 
patronizing
 
the bookstore, according 
to Ed Zant, 
general manger of 
Spartan
 Shops. 
To make up for the loss of ap-
proximately 3,700 students who 
attended SJSU 
in 1977, Spartan 
Shops
 
made  some changes last  
summer to 
encourage





 be a long entry 
way 
into the 












general  books, 
clothing,  and gift 
items have been





 of the 















 in hopes 
that 
students would




 candy sales have 
gone
 up 52 percent













percent  and gift 














 hiring more 
ter 









ployees receive a starting wage of 
$3.35 an hour, compared to a starting 




The bookstore now hires five 
student
 employees for every full-
time  worker it employs. In 1979, the 
ratio was three 
to one. 
Zant said these 
changes
 have 
been successful, considering that 
despite the decline in enrollment, 
the bookstore 
increased  its gross  
sales by five percent last year. 
The  increased sales were due 
not
 only to students purchasing 
more but also reflect an earlier 
increase in bookstore prices. 
voting.
 
McCurtis received 336 votes in 
the election. If Robinson
 had 
received these votes in the general 
election, he would have 
been  one 




The next highest vote-getter was 
Jim Frederickson with 198 votes. 
McCurtis said her endorsement 




"I wouldn't do anything to hurt 
Rebecca," she said. 
"I think both of the
 candidates 
are qualified but 
I'm taking this 
stand because I think that his 
(Robinson's)
 ideas should be heard. 
"We
 both supported the 
Automatic Funding Initiative. Both 
of us were also concerned with 
bringing the student government a 





point  of contention 
between  Robinson and Graveline 
has 
been  the funding of political 





organizations as potentially very 
dangerous because if you fund one, 







 such as 
neonazis
  
or the Klan. 
"In  principle I disagree with  it 
because  I don't think it's the A.S. 
government's
 business to 
impose 
their views in the 
students'  name," 
Robinson 
said.  
Graveline,  this 












  or the 
Klan. 
The  programs 
















by Greg Robertson 
The 
environmental  
impact  report on 
the possible 
conversion
 of 10th and 11th 
streets to two-way 
traffic has 
been completed
 and has found
 all of the 
alternatives  
studied would 
create  problems. 
Boccia, 




 of about 50 
citizens  Thursday 
night that 




 is a 
complete  winner." 
The
 public information
 meeting held in 
the Olinder 
Neighborhood  Center 
was
 the first public 
release
 of the 
report's 
findings.  
Both 10th and 
11th
 streets are one-way, three -lane 
roads. Synchronized stop lights 
are used with parking 
allowed on both sides of the 
street.  The average speed is 
35-40 mph, with a capacity for handling up to 2,400 cars per 
hour.  
Under the 
"local"  conversion plan, 10th and 
11th
 
streets would become two-way, 
with  a single lane  running 
each direction The traffic lights would be replaced by 
stop signs, 
reducing the average 
speed  to 20 to 23 mph, 
with a 
capacity
 of only 400 
cars per hour. 
Under 
the  "collector" 
plan,  the streets 
would  be the 
same as the 
local plan, but the
 traffic lights 
would  remain. 
The average 
speed  would be 25 to 
30 mph with a 
capacity  
for handling 1,500
 cars per hour. 
A third
 plan, the 





 with traffic 





















two-way  local street. 




between  Santa Clara











 "10th and 11th
 
streets get the 





 to 17th 
and  24th 'streets
 " 
see STREETS page 6 
Viewpoints
 expressed by 
cartoons,  letters and 
columns 
are those














April  IL 1981 
Editorial
 





The editorial board of the Spartan 
Daily  
reaffirms 
its support of Tony Robinson and 
Andy Arias in the Associated
 Students 
runoff election 
scheduled  for today and 
tomorrow.
 
Robinson is our choice for the A.S.
 
presidency.
 His commitment to give a 
higher priority to campus -related issues 






 that the 
A.S. committee
 system 
needs to be 
streamlined.  
Robinson
 also suggested that the 
student government need not make a 
special effort to spend all of the A.S. budget 
each year. He sees no reason why surplus 




We agree with Robinson that 
the vast 
majority of SJSU students are disillusioned 
with their student government. We believe 
that his election to the A.S. presidency can 
be the first step in bringing student 
government back to the students. 
Andy Arias gets our support in his bid 
for the A.S. vice presidency. 
Arias has served the campus com-
munity well as an academic senator and in 
his current position of A.S.
 director of 
business affairs. 
We think he has the experience
 and 
commitment to be an 
able  and effective 
student representative. 









Sports  Editor 
Steroids are changing sports 
into a freak show. 
More and more athletes, on both 
the college and pro levels, are fin-
ding themselves forced into the 
"roid" dilemma. 
They can take their steroids
 one 
of two ways. They can take anabolic 
ste-"roids" like a "good"
 athlete or get hema-"roids" 
from sitting on the bench. 
Either by bench or needle, many athletes are 
discos 2ring the hard ...ay, that steroids are a pain in the 
rear. 
While it's true that the "roids" dilemma is only a 
major problem in football, weightlifting and body-
building, it's just a question of time before athletes in 
other  sports will be forced into similar dilemma. 
Instead of projecting the strength of a team on its 
recruiting, drafting or training methods people will be 
betting on how well the team doctor has built the team's 
"beef" with the aid of the pharmaceutical companies. 
Competitive qualities like courage, tenacity, con-
sistency and the undefinable "heart" of winners will take 
a back seat to the scientific qualities researchers' must 
have such as cold hard objectivity and empirical ac-
curacy. 
Aside from physical construction, team's will be able 
to chemically construct the perfect athletic charateristics 
to suit each particular sport. This is not a far-fetched as it 
sounds.
 
Steroids can cause athletes to 
become extremely 
aggressive which is a highly regarded attitude for football 
players and weightlifters. 
Anabolic steroids were developed for use on humans 
during World War II by the Germans, who were searching 
for a wonder drug for Hitler to build his perfect
 race of 




 side effects. 
Among  
these
 are; liver 
and  kidney 














 are irreversible on 
women,
 but in most 
men the 
effects
 are reversible. 
Dianabol,  a steroid that has 
the worst side effects but 
the least amount of gain, is 
the most popular steroid 
because of its easy 
accessability.  
Two years of 
straight  dianabol use can 
revert
 its user 
to a pre-pubital state. 
At an Olympic weightlifting
 camp in New Mexico I 
attended several years ago,  Carl Miller, former national
 
coordinator for the U.S. Olympic weightlifting team, said 
that he disapproved of 
the use of steroids. However, he 
said that realistically it would
 be impossible to win on the 
international level without 
steroids.  
He claimed
 the reason the Russians and Bulgarians 
were always powerhouses in the Olympic lifts was 
because they had a special masking process that enabled 
their lifters to slip past steroid tests undetected. 
He went on to say that the Amateur Athletic Union 
and U.S. Olympic committees were much stricter in 
regards to the use of steroids. 
But if we 
continue  to lag behind other countries in 
Olympic weightlifting, how long will "national pride " 
allow us to keep this policy toward steroids? 
Especially in body-building, steroid use is a must. A 
competitor who entered any serious body-building contest 
without the use of steroids would be laughed right out of 
the contest. 
Arnold 
Schwarzeneggar, Lou Ferrigno, Franco 
Columbo and other" superstars" of body-building are very 
ambiguous when asked about their personal use of 
steroids. 
But the general consensus among them is that the 
days of winning contests by just sheer hard work and good 
diet alone are gone. 
However, body-building does have contests  whose 
contestants are supposedly steroid free. Although this 
would seem a step in the right direction, these contests are 




a substitute for steroids. It is an anti-
hystimine called periactin. It is normally given to 
children to increase their appetites. When taken once a 
day, it aids in muscle weight gain and its only side effects 
are drowsiness and a ravenous appetite. 
The Russians dicovered 
this
 additional use for 
periactin by accident. Valerie Borzof, perhaps Russia's 
best sprinter was taking periactin
 for a skin rash and they 
discovered he was
 faster, stronger and his recovery time 
was
 shorter 
Substitute or not, this whole attitude
 of using drugs to 
artificailly  aid athletes must be changed.
 If not, the future 
of sports as we know it, will evolve 
into
 a 1984-ish science-
freak show. 
After
 all...1984 is just 
three  years away. 
n 






































Andrew Jackson truly was 
a 
bold economy -minded president. 
He 
had his faults, but his manner of 
attack on issues affecting the people 
in 
the  early 1800's was an issue in 
itself.  
Jackson has the distinction of 
being the 
only U.S. president to have 
ever paid off
 the national debt. 
Is it a coincidence that he also was the only president 
to abolish the Bank of the United States? 
By allowing the bank
 charter agreement to lapse, and 
by withdrawing federal funds and depositing them in 
private banks, Jackson returned millions of 
dollars  into 
the country's circulation. 
Well, 
the  Federal Reserve System of today is a 
private regulatory board not unlike the Bank of the U.S. in 




 sound fiscal policies and paying
 parts of 
the country's debt, Jackson
 freed this country's citizens 
from paying interest on the debt in 
taxes. 
Today,  with this country's 
national
 debt of over $960 
billion, 
offset  with gold reserves of 
$11
 billion, it's time for 
some bold moves from the chief of staff.
 
Jackson's action during
 his era would be like 
President Reagan today 
trying  to abolish the Federal 
Americans keep paying 
the  interest 
Reserve System and then proceed to try to  get the 
American people to pay off a $950 billion deficit. It's 
almost impossible to believe that Jackson did just that. 
For reason's (beyond our control?), Americans keep 
paying the interest on the national debt, something begun 
generations ago and passed on. 
The issue of the debt is 
dealt with consistently during 
campaign strategies, but 
it's time for our leaders and the 








I think that it is ridiculous for 
innocent dorm 
students  to pay for 
damage caused by 
vandals
 in the 
dorms. 
Most of the 
damage  caused in 
the 








 property. I 
lived in the
 dorm for 
a year and I 
know  this is 
true.  
Why 























 is the only
 fair thing






























Not all of 
Christianity  is for the 
Moral
 Majority, 




 Majority doctrinally 
is 
not  mainline 
Christian,  but rather
 
belongs  to a 



































The Moral Majority is not at-
tempting to put forth Biblical 
Morality, but rather to put mankind 
back 
under the curse of the mosaic 
law. It 
claims
 to "speak" for God, 
but  how many also remember Jim 
Jones 
















the  first stone
 against
 all he 
hates.
 
I'm writing this 
letter in protest 
to the Moral
 Majority, and to en-
courage mainline 
Christians  to 
stand up and speak
 out against 
legalism 
and  hypocrisy. We have 
been silent
















Tom Steele writes 
to say that the 
"Moral Majority"
 I which, by  the
 
way,  is neither)
 stands for 
"biblical  































 me, to 
conform  to 
their chosen
 
lifestyle.  I 
am
 not a 










our  legal 
system  with 
the 


















Ours is not a Christian state. It is 
a nation 
founded on the belief that 
every individual 
in
 it has the right to 
worship as she or he so chooses. I 
have no interest, Mr. Steele, in 
trying to mold you to fit my lifestyle, 
or in trying to force my religious 
beliefs on you. All I ask is that you 
respect my right to live as I so 
choose, as I respect your right to do 
the 
same. 










During  the recent 
election,  the 
constitutionality  of the 
Automatic 
Funding  Initiative 
was  questioned. 
It is constitutional because 
Associated Students board of 
directors did not see fit to let the 
Judiciary rule on the wording of the 
initiative. If there were any question 
in the minds of the board of directors 
regarding the Automatic Funding 
Initiative, then the responsible thing 
to do would have been to determine 












can be assured 
that the initiative is 
legal. Any move now on the part of 
the A.S. board to strike down the 
initiative will be an admission of 
irresponsibility and malfeasence in 
office by the A.S. board. 
Since the initiative 
was not 
challenged by the A.S. board before 
the 
election, it must be allowed to 
stand, and no question about its 
legality should



























































pipes  need 
repair  
by Barbara Wyman 
SJSU administrators will make 
a "better pitch" for 
funding of repairs for two rotted campus steam lines, 
according to J. Handel Evans, associate executive vice 
president. 
"What we said was going to happen is now hap-




The university, he explained, had requested $461,630 
for the repairs last year because they said the steam lines 
would  begin to 
break  soon. 
The request was no. 51 on the state's priority list and 
the Department of Finance "only had enough money to 
fund through no. 20." Evans said. 
Problems with the two lines erupted last year when 
deteriorated gutter casings started allowing ground water 
in and releasing steam to the surrounding environment. 
Those lines have cost the university 
about  $30,000 in 
repairs during the past two year. 
Damage to campus flora, electrical 
failures,  a less 
efficient heating system and interruptions to classes
 and 
parking were all attributed to the 
faulty lines in a project 
report written Monday. 
Bob Bosanko, director of plant operations, authored 
the report and Evans will send it to the chancellor by the 
end of next month.  
The first detrimental effect, Bosanko noted, results 
when ground water 
leaks through the rotted pipes. This 
cools and condenses the steam, rendering it less effective 
for heating buildings and powering equipment. 
Second, steam is released
 through the rotted pipes 
and into the surrounding landscape. This steam, Bosanko 
said, is harming much of the campus flora. 
A third effect cited is when 
the  released steam cooks 
underground electrical cables which cross the lines. This 
results in electrical failures, Bosanko explained. 
Because the lines are more than 20 years old, the 
jackets have become rusted and weak, he said. 
Ground moisture, combined with saline soil and two 
dissimilar metals ( steel and copper), has caused "elec-
trolysis."  
In the electrolysis 
process the two metals become 
"electrically
 connected" and the condensate sends 
charges, or annodes, to the 
outer jacket. 
These charges "eat 
the jacket up," 
Bosanko
 said. 
He attributed the decision to set the two dissimilar 
metals together as well as one not to install "anode 
protectors' on the pipes, to bad planning. 
The anode protectors, Bosanko said, could have 
prevented 
electrolysis had they been installed with the 
lines. 
The protectors consist of bags of 
zinc which are 
fastened  by wires to selected spots along the pipes. The 
"sacrificial" bags, Bosanko explained, would attract the 
charges through the outer jackets and into themselves. 
This way the bags, rather than the jacket,  would be 
"eatenup."
 



























electrolysis combine to deteriorate 
outer 
jacket.
 When this happens ground water is allowed 
in the insulation
 wetted and steam is released through
 the 
rotted jacket. 
A comparison of the two trees 
on
 the lawn behind the 
cafeteria exemplifies the 
harm done when steam is 
released through the wetted
 insulation. 
Though the two trees
 are the same age and species, 
the one rooted directly 
next to a steam line is half the 
diameter of the other. 
The heat lost from the line "goes 
into the surrounding 
soil and cooks the roots" of the tree, Bosanko explained. 
I'm suprised it's even alive," he added. 
The heat loss, he said will continue to damage much of 
the campus flora
 unless the rotted lines are replaced. 
Another problem is
 abs
 caused by 
the  escaping heat, 
Bosanko said. 
This problem results when the steam cooks the rubber 
jackets of electrical 
cables
 which cross the lines. 
"That's why the cable failed last December, " he 
noted. At that time, a short circuit in the cable crossing 
the Seventh Street 
line
 caused a power outage in the 
Music and Industrial Studies 
buildings.  
When there is a break in the steam 
line" the problem 
is finding it," Bosanko said. 
Reparimen simply try to 
estimate where the break is in 
order  to find and fix the 
pipes. 
"We go to the manhole where the
 steam is leaking and 
dig holes by sections down the 
line ... until we find it," he 
explained. "We end up looking
 like a bunch of gophers." 
Other campus steam lines have 
a square cement 
outer casing which is in sections.




 can remove the lid to check for
 a break, 
Bosanko said. 
Repairing the lines 
also
 can cause interruption. 
Repairs on the line behind the
 Art Building last year 
blocked
 parking spaces in the faculty lot 
behind the 
building. 
"With parkine the way 
it is," Bosanko said, "When we 
start blocking off even five, ten, 
fifteen
 spaces it becomes 
a real interruption." 
This, as well as the interruption
 to classes when power 




 cited as deterimental effects in 
the 
justification. 
The administrators hope the 
replacement  will be 
funded for 1982-83. 
Deadline  to 



























 of the 
Student  
















because the A.S. 
board  will 
not know until 
later this 




 the board 
is awaiting the 




which  he said 
should be complete in 
about two 
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in order to 
make its 
decision.  
The AS. is considering 
moving the shop from its 
rent-free spot on the upper 
level 
of
 the Student Union 
to the ground 
level, ac-




If the A.S. budget 
allows




not, the shop 













now  has until 
April 21 to 
decide whether 
or not to take
 the new spot. 
"I realized 
the board 
wants to know 






 the problems with out 




with  a decision." 
The 
A.S. has been 




Director Ron Barrett. 
"A.S. wanted to move 
the bike
 shop downstairs 
and the S.U. board
 said 
fine,  but they've kept
 
putting it off." 
The space downstairs 
has  been vacant since 
Earth Toys moved out in 
1976. The Board is asking 
the same rent from the bike 
shop that if charged Earth 
Toys when it was located 
there. 
The S.U. board is 
looking for a revenue-
generating business to 
move into that space 
because 
of
 the projected 
deficit next year, 
ac-
cording to Kris 
Rogers,  a 
member of the board. 
A travel agency and 
the S.U. Games Area have 
asked Barrett 
about ren-
ting the space and until the 
A.S. comes to a decision 
that space will remain 
vacant. 
An on
-campus  business 
like the 
games  area, which 
is considering
 making use 
of the space 
to
 expand its 
sale of items 
related  to the 
games, could 
move
 in any 
time if the AS. 
comes back 
to the board
 with a no 
answer. 
Barrett said. 
However,  if the board 
decides on 
an off -campus 
business
 like the travel 
agency, 
they will become 
involved
 in bidding. 
Potential bidders will 
have to be identified,
 
Barrett said, 
and  they will 
have to 
be
 given time to 
decide on their bids. 
There
 Ls a minimum 
bidding period of 30 days, 
according to Barrett and 
the  whole process "takes 
time." 
Because  of the delays, 
"it is unrealistic to think an 
outside agency
 would be in 
any earlier

























$250  to $300 
per 
month,




























one  union 











said he is filing 
a similar 
grievance with the State 
Trade Employment 
Council, and affiliate union 
of the AFL-CIO. 
Warrnsley originally 
filed a complaint with the 
California State
 Em-
ployment Association on 
March 18. 
His grievance was 
later submitted to Harold 
Manson, 
executive  
assistant  to SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton, 




 Nemetz and 
then to 
University  Police 
Chief Earnest Quinton. 
According to Quinton, 
the deparment had 
prepared a response
 to the 
grievance but was in-
structed not to send it to the 
CSEA. 
Quinton said he was 
waiting to  hear from the 
administration before 
passing on the response. He 
would not discuss the 
NEED
 EXTRA CASH? 
Could you use an 






and  reliable, 
you can 
receive
 up to 
$80 cash a month

















 easy, and 
flexible  way to get
 that ex-
tra cash now. Want







appointment  at 
294-6535.  
Hyland  Donor 
Center,  
35 S. Almaden
 Ave., San 
Jose,  CA. Open 
7 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Closed Wednesday. 




























went  out," 
and  would 
not 
"until
























 the year 










issues as filed with CSEA
 




 he is 
unhappy 
with  the way
 the 




"It  doesn't 
have
 
enough in it" 









the CSEA grievance, 
Warmsley














['hese include a letter 
Warmsley
 claims is an 
"inaccurate 
represen-
tation" of when he was sent 




in which he 
was 
"provoked"





because he must 
keep a log 
of all his work for Nemetz. 
Warmsley said his new 
complaint will ask for the 




















directly  to 
him 




that he be 
paid
 for the days
 when he 
was sent home. 
MirPorpe






































ketchup and the accident
 
victim  had a Mr. Bill face. 
That "fatal" accident 
at Ninth and San Carlos 




constructed  to educate 
students
 in an Ad-
ministration of Justice 
class on how to investigate 
a traffic accident
 scene. 
Fourteen students in a 
Traffic
 Accident In-
vestigation class trooped 
out to 
the scene in four 
shifts for what instructor 
Niel 
Nielsen




"Most classes just deal 
with theory and research," 
Nielson said. He added that 
he expected his students to 
make mistakes during the 
investigation. 
"They should make 
mistakes the first time and 
learn from them, instead of 
just doing it right by luck," 
he
 said. 
photograph the scene, 
gather evidence and in-
terrogate witnesses. 
Criminal justice major 
Hunt, playing the part of 
the 
uncooperative drunken 
driver, complicated the 
investigation  by lying at 
every opportunity. 
Carrying a beer can 




forth and told 
investigators
 
a "bunch of 
kids" jumped 
in front of 
his car and cut 
him 
off. A big red car then 
sped by, struck the 
pedestrian and left 
the 
scene, 
Hunt  said. 
Hunt said he volun-
teered for the part. 
 "It's fun and I'm 












"For their first time 
out, they gathered 














Joining the ketchup 
and Mr. 
Bill  dummy at 
the 





parts of two drivers and a 
witness. 
Nielsen
 said he 
paid 










the "real" story was that 
one of the drivers,
 who was 
drunk,
 struck 














 to tell 
police that 
the 






was  that a 
witness, 
Mark 

























Wixom said the 
Ad-
ministration of Justice 
Department  paid $30 to 
use 
two dilapidated cars in the 
demonstration.
 
The blanketed dummy 
and 
simulated
 blood drew a 
few stares from passersby. 
A few Evening Guides 
nearly fell 
off  their  bicycles 
while looking at 
the scene, 
even though Wixom said a 
notice
 about the simulation 
was broadcast over the 
police 
radio. 
The scene also drew a 
Channel 11 news team, 
Wixom said. 
"I said 'Hey guys, 
didn't anyone tell you this 
was simulation?' " Wixom 
said. 
Nielsen,
 who designed 
the upper
 division course, 
said this
 is the first 
semester 
it
 has been of-
fered. 
The course is open to 
all students 
and can help 
people "understand 
what 
the police are doing" at an 
accident scene,













VOTE IN THE 
RUN-OFF
 ELECTION 
TODAY  AND TOMORROW 
in 



































 Tom Mays 
Feature 
Editor  
Bob Truax didn't just 






retired  in 
1974. 
To kill 
some  time, he 









 to watch it 
zoom  into 
space.
 






whose quarter -inch silver 
crew cut juts 
from his 





an old war horse 
who embarked on a space 
age 
dream for the fun of it. 
But the fact still 




who  also is working 
as an advisor
 to the space 
shuttle program, may 
become
 the world's first 
private rocketeer. 
He 
may wind up 
challenging the federally -
funded NASA program for 
a little chunk of the 
universe.  
Truax and other 
members of his Project 
Private Enterprise crew 
wheel out the rocket trailer 
from the 
shade  for photos. 
"Easy,
 easy," Truax 
warns. He treats the 
ballastic toy like a baby. 
Truax calls his baby 
the Volksrocket X-3, a 24 -
foot long, glossy white 
projectile that may one day 
soar 64 miles into the sky, 
traveling at a 
gut -
wrenching velocity of 3,300 
feet per second. 
He 
admits
 his project 
won't 
be as safe as a NASA 
flight because the gover-
nment -funded program 
spends billions of dollars to 



















 said the 
venture 





















shot  Evel 
Knievel  over 
the  Snake 
River  Canyon in 
his per-
sonally -designed sky cycle. 
Knievel's failure in 
making 
the canyon jump 
prompted Truax to 
begin 
work on the project. 
"When 
Knievel  
climbed up out of the 
canyon after not making it, 
he said, "Bob, this is going 
to be a hard act to follow. 












bed company that 
specializes in splashdowns. 
Truax has even 
mortgaged his own home in 
attempt to pull the project 
out of the red. 
"Hey, Bob; it's 
Newsweek," a voice calls 
out 
excitedly from the 
garage, 
which is cluttered 
with
 metal drills, rocket 
boosters, 
oxygen tanks and 
other mechanical para-
phernalia. "Wanna talk to 
'em?" 
"Sure 
I want to talk to 
them!" He shakes his head 
from side to side, and 
walks away.
 
After a few minutes, he 
returns as if nothing 
happened. 
Truax is used to the 
media exposure, but still 
seems to beam with 
pleasure 
from all the at -
Knievel gave Truax a 
few thousand dollars to run 
a 
design  study on his rocket 









was  supposed 
to 
contribute 
financially  to 





eventually fell out of the 
picture when he 
faced  an 
expensive
 and time-con-
suming lawsuit brought 





give  up, 
though.  
"By that time,
 I was so 




has since had 
more than 
2,000 offers from 
adventurists all over the 
country who want a chance 
to ride the rocket into space 


























"If the flight is suc-
cessful,
 the astronaut will 
read 
a copy of Playboy, 
Truax said. 
If 
unsuccessful,  Truax 
said there will always be 
The 
Bible  to turn to. 
As far as time is 
concerned, Truax said the 
launch date will depend on 
future funding. 
He expects to get some 
additional financial 
backing from local 
businessmen within the 
next 
few weeks. 
"If we're back on 
stream that soon, we 








received an affirmative 
nod from the government
 
of the Bahamas







































 by Larry Brazil 
The
 ground 
rumbles  and 
the air is filled
 with a 
tremendous  
hissing  sound




























start  your 







































































































































should  be 
able to 





















































95052  or 
call  (408) 























photo by Larry Brazil
 
Private rocketeer Bob Truax takes a few minutes to ponder the test firing of his 
space-age
 brainchild, 
the Volksrocket X-3, late last summer in Fremont. 
L*
 i 








WE ALSO FEATURE 
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 by Torn 
Mestd,  
Riverside 
outfielder  Rick Hazard 
slides
 ahead of a tag by 
SJSU's
 Jim Howard in a 






 with 4-2 win 
SJSU defeated the 
University  of Hawaii 4-2 in 
the first game of their 
five-
game series Thursday. 
Results of the
 rest of 
the series were 
unavailable  
at













 The Spartan 
lefthander 
struck
 out five 
in the game. 
The 
Spartans  scored 
three runs in 
the second 
inning, 
the big blow being a 
two out double by third 
baseman Al 
Gallo  to drive 
in two runs. 
They added an in-
surance 
run  in the seventh 
classifieds
 
inning on a bases loaded 
single by 
Kevin Jones. 
Gallo led the SJSU 
offense 
with  three hits. 
Kevin and Stan 
Jones 
both had two hits,
 as did 
Greg Robles. 
Moilday  April Cs 















Dave  Meltzer 




approaches,  it 
isn't hard 
to find volleyball 
action at 
practically
 any area beach. 




action  of com-
petitive  two-man 
volleyball,
 the Santa 
Cruz area








event  of the season is 
the 
Santa Cruz open 
which is the annual 
opening event of 
the Jose Cuervo Pro 
Beach
 Volleyball tour. 
Set 
for Memorial Day weekend at 
Cowell's beach 
(opposite
 the Dream 
Inn hotel, within walking distance of the 
Boardwalk ), the event spotlights the 
highly 
competitive action of 
professional beach volleyball. 
Although 
most
 people think of 
volleyball as a casual, 
non-competitive  
activity,
 at the professional level the 
appearance is 
much  different. 
The two-man game is one of the 
most grueling sports
 around, as having 
two players cover 
a playing surface 
made for 
six,
 playing in the hard -to-
maneuver 
sand,and two-and -three-day 
tournaments  of almost constant 
competiton  make leg cramps and foot 
blisters the rule, rather than the ex-
ception. 
Nearly  100 teams were
 expected to 
enter, 
including most 
of the top 
twosomes who
 are very familiar
 to 
volleyball enthusiasts.
 Last year's 
tournament attracted some 11,000 fans, 
and parking within miles of the beach 






 is the 
first event of 
the Jose Cuervo-
sponsored tour, which






 Redondo Beach 
every 
September  with the World
 Series of 
Beach
 Volleyball, which offers a $10,000 
prize. 
With a handfull 
of courts set up all 
spring and
 summer long, C,owell's
 
beach is 
one  of Santa Cruz' hot 
spots for 
competitive  two -man 
volleyball. 
During 
the week it's 
usually
 not hard to 
find 
an
 open court, but on 
weekends,  be 
prepared for a 
nice, long wait. 
Capitols beach 
also has courts 
set 
up and 
it's usually not 
hard to find any 
competition.  
At almost any other beach
 you can 
find more 
casual beach volleyball - 
jungle ball, as 





with lax, or 
no
 rules. It can be 
played  
with 
anywhere  from 














jungle ball and 
beach volleyball
 is the 
ball, the net 
and the limit of 
three  hits 
allowed before
 the ball 
must
 cross the 
plane 
of the net. 
Announcements
 
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship: 
Pro ttttt nt, Sundays at S p.m.; 




Sundays at 6:30 p.m., at the 
Campus Christian Center, 300 S. 
10th St. 
STUDENT  DENTAL
 Plan: Take 
care ol 
your  mouth and 
teem.
 
SAVE MONEY. ENROLL 
NOW!! 
Information  and 
brochures at A.S. 
011k. or Into 
desk, or call 
3714811.  
  . BASEBALL cards,
 
yearbooks






memorabilia.  QUICK 




A THING of beauty
 is a joy forever 





















invites  you to 
worship  with us on 
Sundaymornings





Adult  group call 
Steve at at 397
















Wedoesday,  SS. 






























1048 N. 4th. 
Call











Bedroom  sets 
Irom 







































































Jay  Voral at I9S0 
Koll Circle. 











 Of Ili. 
PerSOnnel.





mer, C   
Send $5.15 plus SI 
handling  lor 
application,  
openings







Sacramento,  CA e5460 
COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage. 
Work with retarded
 persons in 
their homes afternoons, 
evenings,
 or weekends. No 
experience 
needed.  We train. 
Call 















info. Write IJC, Box 52 -C 
A111,  
Corona 


















formatton  guide (plus tree lob 
guide to Lake









round.  High pay, 
11100
 to 52,000 
per 
month.
 All fields - 
Parks,  
Fisheries,  Oil 
Ineustry  and 
more! For 
19111  employer 
listings 




9337,  San 
Jose, 
CA 95157, 13361 
Sobey  Rd., 
Saratoga, CA 
950711. 




 wanted. No 
investment,
























pay  Eves. and 
Sat. Perfect
 for students 
No 
eider 
needed.  Call 
Cartune
 























 Call am's 3$6-2716
 
NEED EXTRA
 S. Need help 
with 
weeding, 












for q aaaaa Meek 
tomb.
 72 hours per 
week  at 
03.31.0 hour






models for local 
work. No 
Experience  Required. 
Fee Paid. Apply Saturday 11-4,
 
Room 14, Steindorff School, 1001 
Ross Avenue. San Jose. 
EXPERIENCED   
Needed 
School of IluelneSS 
Banquet, 

















Call Mr. Ted, 263-2344,
 or apply 
in 
personal
 ISO E. Trimble Rd., 
San Jose. 













aaaaa URANT EULIPIA needs 
experienced lunch waitress -or 
and night cooks. 2404161. 374 S. 
Isl. S.J. 
START YOUR Own Cosiness
 part. 
time in home or dorm. Work 
your own hours. Income now 
and financial security for the 
Wore.  113
 S491, 9-I1 .m. 
STUDENT
 10 Assist in 
teaching 
remedial reading 
amuck 15 2) 
hrm per *It 
Must  be available 
an 5 days. Mon Fri between 3 














Hr   Part 
time female
 
  . Misc.
















Residence Club and 









courtyard  and 
parking. 550 to MO  per week 
shared, 6711 
to $aS per week 
single. 202
 S. Ilth St. Office, 122 
N. 0th. St. C811945-0223. 
OWN ROOMI
 I Live in babysitter for 
working single mother. Room 
and board plus bonus. Call 
Renee West
 at 298-0186 after 5 
P .m 




 st5 S 
10th
 St., 2 bdrms, 7 bath. Call 
7974554, 12 
p.m. to 6 p.m. 
WALK




 I bd.?, incl. 
"Gill  Cable" 
across  from OH. 
439 S. 4th. 1330 F urn.
 293-0539. 




 and 1 bdrni, 
wipe°, from MIS 








Quiet  Non -Smoking 
Male to share
 2 Or. I
 ha
 apt. 





 336-86411 or 
378-5970. 
"FOREIGN STUDENT" 
wanted  to 
rent room in 




After,  6 Om,
 
166-12SS. 
OFFICE OPEN 9AM to SPM 5 days 
 week. 
No


















 wanted to 
share 3 beim  . Rent 11150,
 




























being with you will 
last forever
 We were Intl 
loves  
to each 
other  You 
are
 forever in 



















HOLISTIC YOGA w/Swmi 
Nitothan.  M 
thru Th. 74 p.m 
Lecture, sesame, discussion, 
Sun. 7 9 p.m 330 S.
 








workshops.  call 
787-5963. 
CAMPUS 
CHRISTIAN    












 counseling at 
300 S. 10th

























John Paulson Photography 
are  
expresssons






 For the 
finest  award 
winning 
photography,
 call John 
at 448 2388. 
TAXES
 DONE 
while  you 

































































birthdays,  or 
just






































10 years by 
Douglas  Sch. 
wartz.
 
LEARN TO Ply. Primary and 
Advance Instruction.  C -I52. 522 
per  hour Wet 
Dual WM 
ground  







 to all 
ages 
















LADIES,  LET 
Me
 E  in 
Tout  
Male stripper
 for your 
next 
bridal
 shower or 
bachelorette 
party. Call Rick
 at 14E0144 after 
'p.m.
 





 hours I 
am Is Ilpm. 
Loc.









Europe, Asia,  Mexico,
 Hawaii, 
Africa,  USA, lot  ional 
Identity Card, Email, Britten, 
hostel 
card, camping tours, 
overseas job placement,
 student 
ship, wide map  
selection,  books, 
backpacks
 and voltage con-
verters. Trip and Travel, 040W. 
San Carlos (next to Main 
Public 
Library), 2 blocks hum campus. 
Open 7 days, 
Mon. -Fri., 9 -6; 
Sat., 184; Sun.,
 noon -S. Call tet-
te?).
 
SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up 
to 7 units next summer. A total 
immersion 7 week experience
 in 





WHITEWATER RAFT trips 
Discount
 prices in April! IS 





River Ratting, 332 
Palmer  Ave 


















SJ/Illossom  Hill 
Area Call Janet
 at 227-9520. 
TYPING: DONE in my home. 






TYPING BY a 
p aaaaa Monet. 20 years
 
experience.  








 So. San 
Jose. 
Call
 Kathie at 
571-1216.
 

































Ask for Marcia Morton
































Call  Pal at Me 
2085. 
EASYTY
 PE TYPING Service. 
Fast.  
accurate. 












typist  for term 
papers, theses,
 etc. Santa Clara 
area. 
Call








 my office. S1.75 per 
double-spaced 
page. 20 years 
experience
 for SJSU 
students. 
Call
 Irene at 
940-101S.  
TYPING.





and  edited for 
spelling.
 Rates. 01.50 tor double 
SF. page: 53 tor 
single  
sp. page, 






wise? up). Cash only No 
checks  
ptease. Remember: The bit 
terness of poor quality remains 
long alter the sweetness of a low 





 S and 10 p.m 
and on weekends. 
TYPING, 
I'LL  type 
anything. 
Experienced, dependable, 
professional. North Valley area. 
Call Mary 
















































delivery  on 
campus.
















































Elsie,  2594903. 
TYPING.  IBM 
Electric.
 51 per page.
 









































 and la. 
Reasonable 
rates  Call 269 4674 
RAYMOND 










Sharon  at 9264224 
























 cost, accurate, 
fast.  
high quality. Pam
 247-2651, eves. 
(Santa Clara




 TYPING w/c weekday.
 
IBM 
Electric. SI per 
page, 





 correctable. 110 
wpm.  
10 years experience.
 All typing 
accepted! 
Call  Jane at 251-5942 
anytime.







Choice ol Moments 
incl. tech. 253-3015. 
TYPING: 








rates.  IBM Selectric 





















Minimum  three 
lines
 on one day 
11/ 
Print Your Ad Here: 
count appl-uXtrlitkely 30 letters
 and spaces fru ea, h line 
/ /II/ 













































1 / / 
1 / 1 / / / I / / / 













Semester Hates All Issues; 




 Announcements !Dip Wanted 
tiulonintop Housing 



















































































































































































































Cirivilleri  took second 
place  for a 
story




 and Robert 
Braunstein
 teamed to 
win 
third place











The honorable mention 
in the TV -news category 
went to Sam Baker for his 
story 
about  then -President 
Carter's 
trip
 to San Jose 
last September. 
Other students who did 
well in the
 competition 
included Patricia Gaesser 
who won first place in the 
radio contest, third in the 
newspaper 
competition 
and an honorable mention 
in the magazine 
category. 
Julie Levy also fared 
well, winning first place in 
the magazine contest for a 








 the prizes will be 
announced 








Sunday at noon on 
KTEH,  
channel 54, in San Jose. 







by Nancy Gibson 
Students  





newly -elected A.S. con-
troller Angela Osborne and 
















Solidarity with El Salvador 
as an 
example of a 
small 
group


















something,"  she 
said. 
There







it will take more 
training 
and time to get rid of 
that. 
"I would like to en-
courage more fund-raising 
since the budget is so 
limited and discourage the 
padding of requests by 
organizations." 
Osborne said she would 























































master  plan for 1990 
as a guide. 
For example,
 it 
ruled out the 
possibility  of 
cars 
moving to 

















eagle situation" led 
University of California 
Professor Emeritus A. 
Starker Leopold to 
Australia to study the 
relationships between the 





overgrazing by water 
buffalo 




Leopold said a virus 
was introduced into the 
Lamb  
spends  






 to die  
told an audience of over 200 
wildlife enthusiasts at 
Duncan  Hall Wednesday. 
Leopold said there is a 
widespread misconception 
among Australian 
shepherds that the eagle is 
the main predator of lambs 
grazing in the fields. 
Not so, according to 
Leopold, who described 
lambs
 as spending "most 
of their lives looking for 






enemies in Australia, as 
well as being subject to 
death by disease and 
inadequate maternal care. 
This casts the eagle in 
an undeservedly villainous 
light, according to Leopold. 
He said the birds are 
carrion eaters, and are 
attracted to carcasses. 
This gives
 rise to the 
mistaken belief that eagles 





portance of the sheep in-
dustry in Australia, a 
bounty
 was placed on 
eagles
 and they were 
routinely shot by 
shepherds,
 Leopold said. 
Leopold's  studies 
cleared up 















 to be 
paid for them. 
The Australian


















 population in an 
effort to 








 a less 
virulent form that was
 
much less apt to be fatal. 
calls for the County 
Transit 
Mall to block off those 
streets in the central city. 
Boccia stressed
 how-
ever, that if the streets are 










No matter which 
alternative is chosen, 
according to Boccia, 
"Some part of the neigh-
borhood  will feel the im-
pact." 
The environmental 
impact report will be 
presented to the San Jose 
Planning Commission on 
May 20. The commission 
will judge whether 
the  
report is complete and 






city's Public Works 
Department, 
the plan will 
then go before 
the  City 
Council approximately the 
second week of June. 
"The Planning 
Commission's  decision is 
not a 
binding recom-
mendation,"  Roberts said. 
"It is up to 





In 1979, the City 
Council approved a general 
plan ammendment swit-
ching 10th and 
11th
 streets 
from major arteries to 
minor residential
 streets. 
"The city staff also 
expressed concern over the 
-continued
 from page]  
"I just want to word it 
as strongly as 
possible,"  
Scher said. "I don't 
want  to 
be on the fence. I don't 





asking the council to 
"reconsider"
 the permit is 
actually "a sneaky way" of 
asking it to revoke the 
permit. 
The board voted 
unanimously to support the 
amended resolution. 
A group callliag itself 
"The Coalition Agaist 
Racism" plans to hold a 
counter -rally against the 
Klan at the same time and 
location as the Klan's rally. 
A.S. President Mike 
Medina said the coalition is 
stressing that the counter -





 Klan members. 
The coalition has 
charged
 that the issuance
 
of the permit was 
kept 
secret 
from the public for 
more than three
 weeks 
even though it 
was of "vital 
concern" to the people of 
San Jose. 
Claiming 
support  from 
more than "150 
angry  San 
Jose citizens," the 
coalition  
held a rally outside City 
Hall Tuesday night to 
demand the council 
revoke
 
the Klan's permit. 
These citizens 
pointed 
.1:1 that a 
number  of cities 
have denied 








which  coalition  
members say "does not
 
apply to the 
genocidal 
activities and 


















open  8:30 AM - 8:30 PM 
traffic 
problems,"  Roberts 
said.  "So last 
fall,  the EIR 
process 
began."  




are being made available 
to the public. According to 
Hugh Baker of the Plan-
ning 










Among these areas 
listed are local library 
branches as well as the 
Associated Students office 
in 















































 like to 
see 
more 
students  get 
involved. 
"Since 
















has  increased 




















 time for 
campaigning
 the 













Osborne  said 













 is in 
her area of 
interest.  
"I have been 
a 
treasurer  at 









she  said. 
Osborne
 has ex-
perience  in 
administration,  
also, after
 working as 
a 
supervisor





son," she added. 
But she 
said  she has 
"a
 lot to 
learn" 
and will 
begin  an 









meeting  with Fil on a 
regular 






 of the controller. 
"It is just like a regular 
-spartoguide.
 





nesday, April 8. 
Students 
are encouraged to 
fast  and 
give the money normally 
spent for 
meals  to local 
food distribution agencies. 
Other events are 
scheduled. 
For more in-
formation, call Norm 
Firnhaber,  298-0204. 
   
The Wednesday 
Cinema is showing "Flash 
Gordon" April 8, at 7 and 10 
p.m. in  Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. Call 277 -FACT
 
for information. 
The Computer Science 
Organization's nomination 
and election of officers will 
be held tomorrow at 1 p.m. 
in 
Engineering  300. Call 
Mark 
Koehler,
 243-7366, for 
information. 
   
Beta Alpha Psi
 is of-
fering a free income tax 
service from 11:30 a.m.
 to 
1:30 p.m. in the Student 
Union today through 
Thursday. Call Tony 
Zaragoza 
at 926-9361 for 
more information. 
   
Students  planning to 
begin fulfilling 
requirements
 for a 
secondary school teaching 
credential, single subject, 
should contact the 
secondary education office 
in Sweeney Hall, room 404, 
immediately. 






have Sandra Jaffee from 
Tandem Computers speak 
on Tuesday at the Le Baron 
Hotel, 1350 N. First St. Call 
Brian Thomas at 295-0957 
for more information. 
   
Spartaguide
 an-

















































































for  any 





























































































April  12-17, 
1981
 
A chance to 







Two  units of 





 to labs 






















Dailey  Auditorium 
For  more info call 277
-FACT 
NOTE PROGRAM CHANGE 
9 TO 5. originally  
scheduled to play April 8, has 
been pulled 
from
 college distribution and unfortu  
nately 
will not show this 
season. 
FLASH






1 3. will 
play
 only on 
























Pilot  Finehner 
Why'?  Its 
hoe point 
writes  
through carbons And Pilot 







 on it and forget
 it's my pen 
I got




People go nuts over my Pilot Razor 
Point too It 
writes  with an 
extra  
fine  line Its metal 
collar  helps 
keep 

































San Jose State University 
SERVICE
 
IS OUR
 
MAJOR
 
